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																			1.	A	Dream	That	Came	True?	In	Transition,	Two-channel	HD	video,	13	min,	Sepideh	Rahaa	
																			Exhibited	in	Virka	Gallery,	Helsinki,	2017-2018,	related	to	100	years’	indecency	of	Finland.	
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Introduction to the topic 
Experience as a medium for dialogue 

I know with closed eyes 
And I think of every possible and impossible 
Surfing on the waves to the far distance  
Beyond what exist or Not 
Wish or Not 
Begin or End 
Best feeling is hidden in the edge 
In the edge, where the sky kisses earth on the thirsty lips of the sea  
From here where I am standing to where my dreams begin 
There is only one ocean the distance  
Only one ocean 
 
Poem written in a residency in an island in Norway 
Sepideh May 2014 

Living	in	a	world	where	images	are	created	strongly	by	media	and	by	the	states/nation-	 states,	as	
a	 way	 for	 protection	 or	 division,	 role	 of	 art	 is	 significantly	 appearing	 to	 oppose	 the	 existing	
stereotype	perceptions.	Scheiwiller	(2013)	believes	that	in	a	time	of	mass	globalization	and	hyper	
capitalism,	State	identities	have	become	strengthened,	as	they	demonstrate	strong	presences	in	
the	globalized	media,	including	satellite	transmissions,	the	Internet	and	communications	and	so	
on.	Yet,	increased	daily	contact	between	all	geographic	locations	has	created	a	situation	in	which	
average	persons	are	perpetually	performing	State	identities	for	the	world	to	see.	Investigations	of	
how	 these	 State	 identities	 may	 be	 formed,	 represented,	 disseminated,	 comprehended	 and	
maintained	are	crucial	to	discovering	how	structures	of	knowledge	are	constructed	in	relation	to	
the	world	and	to	us	individually.	

For	the	past	six	years,	I	have	been	focused	on	my	personal	life	and	experience	as	an	Iranian	woman	
who	have	lived	in	two	different	societies,	where	I	could	find	myself	as	an	actor	and	at	the	same	
time	as	an	observer.	Perhaps	in	Finland	my	role	mostly	has	changed	to	the	observer	rather	than	
an	 actor,	 at	 least	 in	 the	 beginning	 of	my	 stay.	My	migration	 to	 Finland	 has	 been	 a	 conscious	
decision	from	the	state	 in	which	I	have	been	doing	economically,	socially	and	culturally	well	 in	
Iran.	Curiosity,	need	for	change	and	further	exploration	in	my	life	were	strong	causes	enough	to	
move	to	Finland	with	its	different	cultural	and	sociopolitical	context.	Before	making	any	decision,	
I	have	investigated	women’s	position	and	specifically	social	and	gender	equality	in	Finland	as	it	
was	and	it	is	yet	an	unknown	country	for	Iranians.	I	felt	extremely	excited	when	I	found	out	(based	
on	different	resources)	there	is	86	percent	gender	equality	between	men	and	women	in	society	
where	they	can	take	any	position.	While	Finland	has	achieved	a	lot	in	creating	Nordic	welfare	state	
based	on	social	equality,	we	should	ask	which	groups	are	entitled	to	such	values?	Considering	the	
real-life	experiences,	creation	of	this	kind	of	image	for	Finland	remains	as	an	exclusive	privilege	to	
white	people	and	not	for	a	person	of	color,	no	matter	what	ties	this	person	might	have	to	the	
country.		

Based	on	my	personal	experiences	I	found	out	there	is	a	big	gap	between	those	statistics	and	the	
reality	for	a	person	like	myself,	despite	the	knowledge,	education,	experience	and	ability	which	I	
had.	Realistically,	as	a	professional	artist	or	an	ordinary	person	in	Finnish	society	first	judgement	
is	based	on	skin	color,	race,	geography	…	than	any	other	factors	such	as	work	related	experience.		
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2.	A	Dream	That	Came	True?	In	Transition,	Two-channel	HD	video,	13	min,	Sepideh	Rahaa	
	Exhibited	in	Virka	Gallery,	Helsinki,	2017-2018,	related	to	100	years’	indecency	of	Finland.	

Whatever	my	expectation	might	have	been	from	that	primary	investigation	to	the	real	life	it	has	
led	me	to	frustration	and	disappointment	and	later	to	action.	I	have	used	this	experience	in	my	
practice	to	portray	the	power	structures	in	society	in	relation	to	everyday	life	of	a	migrant.		

My	experience	as	an	artist	is	not	better	than	any	ordinary	person,	as	I	found	it	extremely	difficult	
for	Finnish	audience	to	interpret	my	work	without	any	relation	to	my	nationality	or	gender	role	as	
an	Iranian	woman.	Or	in	many	cases	although	my	work	was	addressing	my	experience	in	Finland	
audience	deliberately	would	attach	this	to	my	home	country.	When	I	had	exhibited	series	of	my	
works	in	XX	Mänttä	art	festival	in	Finland	which	is	the	most	known	festival,	Finnish	media	without	
seeing	my	work	which	was	a	video	installation	and	without	reading	any	text	related	to	my	work	or	
contacting	me	has	written	a	story	about	how	my	life	is	in	danger	in	my	home	country,	which	was	
wrong.	My	work	was	a	poetic	video	production	with	series	of	photographs	and	one	painting	as	a	
self-portrait	addressing	my	life	experience	in	Finland.	I	have	asked	the	editor	if	they	checked	my	
work	or	read	about	it	and	she	responded	“No,	we	haven’t”,	later	they	removed	that	and	wrote	an	
article	about	my	work	and	their	problematic	interpretation.		I	had	similar	experiences	every	time	
I	have	exhibited	my	work	or	I	was	represented	in	Finland,	to	comprehend	the	connection	between	
nationalism	and	contemporary	art	I	have	written	my	MA	thesis	on	Nationalism,	Exile	and	Agony	
in	Contemporary	Art	(Aalto	University,	Art	Department,	2016).	
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When	one	migrates	from	a	certain	geographical	point,	there	is	often	risk	of	reduction	from	whoever	
she	was	and	whatever	she	had.	Condition	in	the	hosting	society	can	reduce	this	person	to	nobody	
or	keep	her	in	certain	problematic	categories	to	be	understood,	no	matter	what	sort	of	background,	
knowledge,	experience	or	role	she	might	have	had	earlier.	This	case	can	be	extreme	for	someone	
who	doesn’t	have	any	of	 those	above-mentioned	 factors	 such	as	education	or	work	experience.	
Later,	I	understood	in	Finland	there	is	community	of	people	where	they	share	similar	experiences,	
sometimes	different	ones,	and	it	was	latent	until	I	have	met	some	people.	Sharing	our	experiences	
and	 discussing	 subject	 of	 equality	 and	 other	 factors	 existing	 in	 Finnish	 society,	 considering	 the	
reduction	 of	 self	 and	 performativity	 in	 a	 society	 based	 on	 racial/cultural/social/political	 and	
economic	differences,	I	realize	that	we	share	relatively	similar	experiences	despite	of	our	diverse	
backgrounds	(from	work,	geography,	culture	and	so	on).	This	is	one	of	the	reasons	that	my	practice	
and	research	is	thoroughly	originated	and	focused	on	these	individual	experiences	for	construction	
of	a	bridge,	to	create	the	discourse	from	public	and	for	the	public.	Where	is	the	place	for	all	these	
individuals	in	Finnish	society	when	it	comes	to	equality?	Is	their	voice	being	heard?	

In	addressing	the	issue,	I	would	not	assume	anybody	including	myself,	as	an	invisible	entity	in	the	
society	but	as	a	deliberately	 ignored	one.	The	more	 I	 am	engaged	with	 institutions	and	cultural	
sector	in	Finland	the	more	I	notice	how	much	people	with	foreign	(non-European)	background	have	
been	 overlooked	 and	 kept	 as	 in	 certain	 category,	 where	 one	 feels	 and	 finds	 her	 needs	 and	
expression	 as	 secondary	 to	 the	 rest	 of	 society.	 For	 institutions	 including	 galleries,	museum	 and	
cultural	ones	to	communicate	and	collaborate	with	artists	 from	the	so-called	alien	 lands	outside	
West,	depending	from	which	continent	you	come	from	you	can	be	included	based	on	certain	needs.	
For	instance,	if	national	museum	in	Helsinki	needs	to	complete	its	yearly	agenda	for	diversity	and	
multiplicity,	they	organize	one	day	event	or	one	week	exhibition	inviting	the	artists	from	so-called	
countries	 as	 a	 proof	 of	 diversity.	 This	 diversity	 does	 not	 include	 other	 Europeans	 in	 the	 same	
category	as	they	are	perceived	same	as	Finns,	but	it	is	mostly	focused	on	people	who	are	different.	
Certainly,	a	white	European	person	is	treated	most	likely	same	as	a	Finn,	and	very	different	than	a	
non-Western	migrant.	There	have	been	cases	of	organizing	panel	discussion	‘borrowing’	a	person	
of	color	to	address	the	diversity.	Problematic	of	this	strategy	is	for	artists	or	actors	to	be	kept	as	the	
“Other”	until	there	is	something	geographically	or	potentially	related	to	what	they	might	know	or	
have.	Having	this	kind	of	standard	has	a	direct	influence	on	life	of	professionals	living	in	Finland.	It	
is	as	if	we	assume	only	people	of	color	should	be	invited	whenever	there	is	a	debate	around	subject	
of	racism	and	it	remains	a	task	and	responsibility	for	them	to	tackle.	This	structure	functions	as	an	
oppressor.	When	 I	 am	 invited	 for	 a	 lecture	 or	 an	 artist	 talk	 and	 share	my	 experience	 of	 being	
oppressed	 by	 this	 structure	 in	 Finnish	 society	 I	 notice	 the	 surprise	 in	 the	 eyes	 of	 audience.	
Surprisingly	for	my	Western	audience,	I	didn’t	have	experience	of	being	oppressed	in	Iran,	but	on	
the	contrary	I	have	experienced	it	after	my	migration	in	Finland.	

This	experience	among	others	has	given	me	the	ability	to	comprehend	and	aim	to	alter	the	existing	
norms	in	the	society,	whether	with	my	presence	or	my	work.	One	of	the	objectives	of	my	work	has	
been	to	initiate	methods	within	contemporary	art	to	bridge	from	individual	perception	to	the	social	
perception.	Therefore,	I	have	started	the	long-term	multimedia	project	titled	A	Dream	That	Came	
True?	Addressing	if	migration	could	be	a	dream	or	not,	considering	all	the	struggles	and	difficulties	
in	hosting	society	which	is	entangled	with	race,	culture,	class	and	so	on.	

One	of	my	final	works	for	my	master’s	degree	in	Fine	Arts	(Aalto	University)	was	a	video	installation	titled	‘The	
Distance’.	The	Distance	 narrates	 emotional	 relationship	 between	my	mother	 and	 I,	 including	 our	
intimate	 memories	 of	 the	 Caspian	 Sea	 and	 family.	 Video	 speaks	 of	 distance	 and	 migration,	
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disorientation	and	a	tremendous	sense	of	loss	as	a	result	of	the	separation.	I	kept	working	on	my	
childhood	memory	in	relationship	to	my	mother,	where	she	speaks	of	her	memories	of	Caspian	Sea	
before	and	after	Islamic	revolution	of	Iran	(1979)	about	her	youth	and	journey	of	ambitious	life.	She	
is	lost	in	time	expressing	her	feelings	and	memories	looking	at	the	images	of	past,	coming	back	to	
the	current	moment	she	talks	about	me	and	my	distorted	relationship	with	her,	a	child	frightened	
by	 an	 unclear	 future,	 about	my	migration	 and	 her	 loss.	We	 are	 floating	 in	 time	 and	 space”.	 In	
between	the	dialogue,	there	are	scenery	of	the	see	and	poetry	regarding	the	distance;	“Facing	with	
the	 sea	 for	 me	 is	 the	 metaphor	 of	 facing	 with	 the	 society	 where	 I	 am	 coming	 from,	 walking	
skeptically,	gracefully	and	constantly	toward	it,	I	am	discovering	the	strength	of	the	waves	coming	
from	the	Sea	to	hit	my	feet.	My	mother	resembles	me	as	The	Little	Black	Fish	a	children’s	book	
character	written	 by	 Samad	 Behrangi.	 In	 the	 story,	 Little	 Black	 Fish	 lives	 in	 a	 little	 pond	where	
nobody	 (including	her	mother)	 believes	 that	 there	 is	 sea.	 Finally,	 one	day	 she	 leaves	home	and	
everyone	behind	in	search	for	the	sea.	For	my	mother,	I	am	the	Little	Black	Fish	who	left	her	behind	
in	 search	 for	 the	ocean,	no	matter	what	 is	waiting	 for	me	 in	 that	ocean.	 This	work	 is	 a	 flowing	
dialogue	between	us	while	directly	or	indirectly	we	discuss	this	decision	and	our	memories.	After	
these	works	somehow,	I	had	unloaded	a	burden	off	my	back.	I	felt	afterwards	that	I	could	get	on	
with	other	kinds	of	work	with	other	concepts	or	in	relation	to	others.	(picture	1)		
	
	

	
	

3.The	Distance,	Experimental	Documentary,	HD	video	24	min,	2015,	Iran	/	Finland,	Sepideh	Rahaa	
My	mother	is	speaking	in	the	film	about	her	memories	of	my	childhood	
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A	Dream	That	Came	True?		
Art	as	a	vehicle	to	carry	one	beyond	the	borders		
Constructing	a	bridge	from	individual	to	the	public	
Avtar	Brah	(1996)	believes	culture	is	embodiment,	the	chronicle	of	a	group’s	history.	As	the	dominant	
culture	of	a	society	is	never	a	homogeneous	structure.	It	is	layered,	reflecting	 different	interests	
within	the	dominant	class,	the	discussion	about	culture,	therefore	must	be	understood	within	the	
context	 of	 power	 relation	 among	 different	 groups.	 Further,	Stuart	 Hall	 (1995)	 defines	 ‘national	
culture’	as	‘imagined	communities’	while	understanding	how	nationalism	and	national	identity	plays	
a	key	role	in	individual’s	life	and	its	perpetual	relation	to	space	as	territory,	its	impact	on	construction	
of	 identity,	 self-definition	 and	 self-	 positioning	 in	 the	 society,	 whereas	 Donna	 Haraway	 (1998)	
emphasizes,	 “a	 commitment	on	 mobile	 positioning”	 for	 seeing	 “from	 the	 standpoints	 of	 the	
subjugated	in	order	to	see	well”.	In	the	new	series	of	work	which	I	will	present	some	aspect	of	them	
in	this	paper,	I	explore	the	dynamic	between	contemporary	art,	Identity	and	its	hybridity	and	the	
problematic	 of	 representations,	 which	 are	 threatening	 equal	 treatment	 for	 older	 and	 younger	
generation	of	people	with	foreign	background	living	in	Finland.	As	Helena	Oikarinen-Jabai	declares	
in	her	 research	My	home	 is	 in	 Finland-but	Where	 is	my	home?	with	a	 focus	on	 life	of	 Somalian	
youngsters	 as	 second	 generation	 migrant	 children	 and	youth,	declares,	 “all	of	participants	has	
experienced	verbal	or	physical	assault	because	 of	 their	 ‘race’	 or	 ethnic	 background.	 Harassment	
seems	to	be	part	of	their	everyday	lives.”	(Oikarinen-Jabai,	Journal	of	Arts	&	Communities,	2011)	
A	Dream	that	Came	True?	has	been	created	out	of	a	necessity	questioning	 the	Western	utopia,	
showing	other	sides	of	reality	(pictures	4-7).	Women	are	the	cultural	producers	in	every	and	each	
community	and	societies.	Women	are	not	only	given	the	duty	to	teach	and	transform	the	authentic	
cultural	and	ideological	traditions	of	the	nation,	but	very	often	they	constitute	its	actual	symbolic	
figuration	(Yuval-Davis	and	Anthias,	1989).	But	they	“are	often	excluded	from	collective	“WE”	of	the	
body	politic	and	retain	and	object	rather	than	a	subject	position”	(Al-Ali	2000:	45).	This	condition	is	
intensified	in	primary	perception	of	the	Middle-Eastern	women	and	their	sociopolitical	role	in	their	
own	societies	and	in	West.		
	

	
	
						4.	A	Dream	That	Came	True?	part	II,	HD	video	20	min,	Finland,	2017.	
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5.	A	Dream	That	Came	True?	part	II,	HD	video	30	min,	Finland,	2016.	
	

To	 generate	 knowledge	 which	 is	 necessity	 of	 our	 time	 when	 current	 political	 and	 economic	
changes	directly	have	impact	on	displacement	of	people	causing	massive	identity	crisis	and	cultural	
anxiety.	“Globalization	poses	a	particular	challenge	to	a	government’s	suasion	and	its	ability	to	
exercise	control	through	resource	distribution.	A	 nation-state	must	now	coexist	with	competing	
actors	 from	within	 and	 outside	 its	 ranks.	 Local	 or	 subnational	 groups	 and	 organizations	may	
challenge	a	nation-state’s	mandate	or	sense	of	purpose.	At	the	international	level,	cultural	flows	
and	institutions	sit	parallel	to	nation-states.	These	fears	or	cultural	anxieties	reflect	the	challenges	
to	collective	identities	from	accelerated	flows	of	various	creative	expressions	and	representations.	
Identity	politics	are	in	a	flux	today	as	people	challenge	the	cultural	boundaries	of	their	identities”	
(Singh	 2010).		

Personal	and	individual	experiences	is	the	center	of	my	work	and	research,	Varto	(2009)	believes,	
as	anyone	who	has	written	about	evidence	will	say,	obviousness	and	reliability	and	certainty	can	
only	be	achieved	 through	experience,	and	 it	 is	 intersubjective	between	 those	who	are	able	 to	
communicate	the	experiences	certainty.		

In	the	project	women	are	from	two	different	generation,	first	and	second	generation.	Based	on	
this	fact	their	participation	in	the	work	is	different.	For	instance,	language	is	an	important	part	of	
identity,	for	the	first	generation	of	migrants	Finnish	language	is	still	a	challenge	and	for	the	second	
it	is	no	longer	a	barrier.	There	are	many	factors	to	consider.	By	organizing	public	discussions	and	
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exhibitions,	people	have	been	engaged	with	the	subject.	The	dialogue	often	shapes	in	three	forms:	
First	part	is	between	me	and	each	participant	within	the	time	frame	of	participation	which	is	usually	
between	3-7	month.	Second,	by	creating	exhibition	and	public	screening	of	the	videos	so	that	after	
it	many	people	can	participate	in	the	discussion	expressing	their	opinion	regarding	the	subject.		

The	third	part	is	related	to	pedagogy,	as	recently	I	was	invited	by	my	colleague	to	present	my	work	
for	 Finnish	 teachers	 in	 a	 workshop	 which	 was	 organize	 by	 Helsinki	 University.	 Aim	 of	 these	
workshops	was	educational	for	the	school	teachers	how	to	support	the	evolving	identity	of	young	
person	with	immigrant	background	in	schools.	I	have	chosen	part	of	three	different	videos	of	the	
series	where	older	and	younger	women	were	addressing	the	most	difficult	part	of	challenging	part	
of	 their	experience.	Two	younger	women	who	have	been	grown	up	 in	Finland	but	with	migrant	
backgrounds,	 simply	 reflecting	on	 their	personal	 experiences	of	 Finnish	education	and	 incidents	
which	has	happened	to	them	while	being	in	school.	For	the	teachers,	this	was	very	important	to	
realize	with	a	simple	emphasis	on	differences	for	a	child	that	might	become	a	big	challenge	until	
adulthood.	There	was	a	controversial	debate	each	time	I	have	presented	the	work,	my	colleague	
after	I	left	has	described	very	shortly	what	was	the	reflection.	

We	have	been	empowered	by	creating	a	network	of	people	and	establishing	friendship,	also	creating	
space	wherein	we	can	share	personal	experiences	while	 feeling	safe	and	supported.	Sharing	and	
trust	are	the	two	important	elements	of	this	collaboration.		

The	video	series	has	shaped	around	migration,	formation	and	transformation	of	identity.	I	have	met	
each	person	for	the	duration	of	four	to	seven	month	so	we	are	able	to	establish	trust	and	share	
thoughts,	 this	 participation	 in	 fact	 has	 been	 start	 of	 a	 friendship	 with	most	 of	 the	 participants.	
Certainly,	this	network	continues	outside	of	the	project	and	we	share	and	learn	from	each	other.	
Sometimes	also	one	can	help	the	other	with	some	important	work	related	matter.	During	the	period	
when	we	discuss,	 I	organize	one	or	four	sessions	to	record	the	entire	dialogue	as	video	or	sound	
record.	We	sit	and	have	a	conversation	or	a	dialogue	while	I	bring	up	some	issues	and	questions.	
The	discussion	depending	on	each	case	varies	from	3-10	hours.	If	it	is	needed	sometimes	we	might	
extend	this	timing	and	certainly	in	different	days	and	even	month.	Many	times,	it	happens	that	one	
discovers	a	new	aspect	or	truth	about	her	life	including	myself.	I	have	learned	so	much	by	interacting	
with	 participants.	 Every	 individual	 is	 unique	 and	 has	 a	different	 experience	 and	 path	 in	 life.	My	
understanding	of	migration	and	identity	has	been	changed	and	expanded.	Although	my	very	first	
notion	of	executing	this	project	was	to	alter	the	stereotypical	perception	but	I	used	a	pretty	strict	
plan	a	 for	myself	which	 there	should	be	three	different	categories	of	people.	But	 I	have	 learned	
that	how	essential	it	is	for	an	artist	and	a	researcher	to	be	open-minded	and	to	be	able	to	change	
the	planning	as	I	did.	

I	also	believe	by	collecting	of	diverse	voices	and	thoughts	there	will	be	a	wider	perspective	on	this	
subject	 and	 history	 can	 be	 recorded	 as	 an	 archive	 for	 present	 and	 future time,	 as	 our	
presences	 and	resistance	 have	 a	 meaning	 in	 Finnish	 society.	 Certainly,	 we	 are	 in	 a	 position	 to	
voice	 our	 own	concerns	in	the	society	and	this	is	one	step	to	progress,	otherwise	there	is	risk	of	
misrepresentation	 or	 silencing	 our	 quests.	 To	 do	 so	we	must	 ask	 constantly	whose	 voice	 being	
heard	and	by	whom.	

Craig	 Calhoun	 (1994)	 articulates,	 identity	 can	 be	 a	 crucial	 focus	 for	 political	 struggle.	 The	 civil-
rights	movement,	 anti-colonial	 movements	 in	 the	 Third	 World,	 the	 women's	 movement,	
the	 gay	movement-	 all	 have	 sought	 the	 affirmation	of	excluded	identities	as	publicly	good	and	
politically	salient.	 While	being	aware	of	 the	processes	of	 forced	and	 'free'	migration	which	have	
become	a	global	 phenomenon	 of	the	so-called	 'post-colonial'	world,	as	Hall	 (1996)	emphasizes,
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“identities are about	 questions	 of	 using	 the	 resources	 of	 history,	 language	 and	 culture	 in	 the	
process	of	becoming	rather	than	being:	not	 'who	we	are'	or	 'where	we	came	from',	so	much	as	
what	we	might	become,	how	we	have	been	represented	and	how	that	bears	on	how	we	might	
represent	ourselves.	Identities	are	therefore	constituted	within,	not	outside	representation”.	

As	Michel	Foucault	has	taught	us	that	knowledge	and	power	are	one,	that	“we	are	subjected	to	the	
production	of	truth	through	power	and	we	cannot	exercise	power	except	through	production	of	
truth”	 (Foucault	1980).	To	do	 so	 there	 need	 to	be	a	 change	 in	 the	current	knowledge	which	 is	
subjugated.	My	aim	is	to	alter	the	existing	knowledge	of	our	life	and	presence	in	this	society	where	
we	actively	work	and	contribute	to	everyday	life,	hybridity	of	our	identities,	and	in	a	meta	level	to	
investigate	 this	 dialogue	 in	 contemporary	 art	 and	 possible	 ways	 which	 one	 can	 investigates	
problematics	of	representations	and	solutions	to	that.	What	shall	be	done	in	the	field	of	art	by	its	
educational	power	and	socio-political	aspects.	

6. A	Dream	That	Came	True?	part	V,	HD	video,	2017-18,	Finland.
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7. A	Dream	That	Came	True?	In	Transition,	Two-channel	HD	video,	13	min,	Sepideh	Rahaa
Exhibited	in	Virka	Gallery,	Helsinki,	2017-2018,	related	to	100	years’	indecency	of	Finland.	

Part of poetry written as script for the video In Transition as my statement for Finnish 
hundred year of independency 

The responsibility to live 
as we believe! 

As you Gaze upon me 
Imagine an island 
Imagine the sea 

World is ours to make 
It is an enormous burden 
Loud, proud and free 
I will not be statistics 
I will not be silenced 
But I will be a dreamer 
I am rooted in the sky 
My feet on the earth 
my head in the sky 
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My heart for all 
Flying while attached to this space 
Feeling numb in my body 
Feeling numb in my mind 
I am the passenger of world  

I am not afraid  
I am not afraid  

Like a river hitting its head to the stones 
Be a passenger 
Be alive 
There is no hope from any dead person 
Be alive 

I don’t belong to any  land 
Although rooted in the  ground 
My feet has rooted in the sky 
Not in the Earth 
My mind belongs to air 
Upside Down 
I belong to -------- Human -------------- hu   man   ity 
It's a journey   
I am not afraid .  
Equality 
It's a journey   
Be considered equal 
to those around me 
I am not afraid   
You have me ------- and---- I have you  
One Step forward ----------  one step backward 
But -------------  No -------------  Determination 
Every Winter has a spring 
Every darkness is ended by light 
I will remain 
The words to speak 
What we do  
Who we are  
Challenge the assumption 
Challenge The prejudice 
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